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Analyses of null arguments meet a bare NP, consistent NS, partial NO language

According to Holmberg (2005, 2010) and Roberts (2010) the availability of null subjects (NSs) in
consistent NS languages follows from the presence of [D] in T, which also bears uninterpretable [φ],
valued by a fully-blown pronoun in Spec,vP byAgree, as a consequence of which the pronoun is deleted
by copy deletion (approach (i)). Barbosa (2019) shares the first assumption, but argues that Spec,vP
is occupied by an nP. The interpretable subject [φ] features are contained in T (approach (ii)). In this
contribution I suggest that a ‘best of both worlds’ approach is needed to account for data from Polish.
The proposal will imply that the elements of the linguistic system which are crucial to understanding
linguistic variation in the domain of argument drop include the presence of [D] in a language, the
association of verbal heads in the clausal spine with [φ], and the association of the features on the n
head with phonemic material. All of these components can be acquired based on PLD.

Polish is a consistent NS language (see Barbosa 2019: fn 16 and references therein). Unlike in
Romance languages though, bare NP arguments can be interpreted as definite here. In alignment with
Chierchia (1998), Willim (2000), Bošković (2012), as well as Barbosa (2019), I assume that the lan-
guage lacks theD projection/feature and employs (ι) type-shifting to arrive at the relevant interpretation.
What follows, there is no [D] in T in Polish. Thus, if [D] is present in T in consistent NS languages
with articles, the mechanisms of achieving definite interpretation of NSs differ within this language
group, just as is the case for overt NPs. Regarding [φ], the agreement-related facts of Polish favour
approach (ii), while null object facts suggest the need for retaining the core mechanism of (i) as well.
Agreement: Verbal morphology reflects the person, number, and, in some contexts, gender of the
subject in Polish. However, this comes with a twist: morphologically, [person/number] and [number/
gender] fusional morphemes are realised separately. The former is either a clitic which can be attached
to the lexical verb or to different types of pre-verbal hosts (past tense, e.g. czytał-a-ś ‘read-sg.f-2sg’
(‘you read’) vs. wczoraj-ś czytał-a ‘yesterday-2sg read-sg.f’ (‘yesterday you read’)) or an inflectional
marker on the lexical verb (present tense, future perfective, where gender is not marked, e.g. czyta-
m ‘read-1sg’ (‘I read/am reading’)) or an auxiliary (future imperfective). The latter is realised via
inflection of the lexical verb (past tense, future imperfective, where the so-called l-participle is used;
e.g. będ-ę czytał-a ‘will-1sg read-sg.f ’ (‘I will be reading’)). The most straightforward way to capture
these facts is to assume two separate φ-probes in the clausal spine: a [person/number] probe in T and a
[number/gender] probe in Asp (seeWitkoś 1998 for arguments that the lexical verb moves only as high
as Asp in Polish). If this is the case, the copy deletion scenario won’t work in its original formulation,
as there is no single probe constituting the superset of the pronominal ([person/number/gender]) goal.

The subject in Spec,vP can thus be represented as nP. Building on Lowenstamm (2008) andWillim
(2012), n bears gender as well as number in Polish, these features being realised as a single portmanteau
morpheme symmetrically in the singular and plural, attached as a suffix to the root/stem (e.g. kobiet-a
‘woman-sg.f.nom’, kobiet-y ‘woman-pl.f.nom’). The final interpretable subject-related [φ] is [person]
in T. The [number] in T, as well as [number/gender] in Asp are uninterpretable, on the one hand avoiding
the superfluousmultiplying of interpretable [number] and [gender] (on n, Asp, and T), and, from amore
general perspective, being in line with the observation that it is [person] which seems to be at the core
of the consistent NS phenomenon (as opposed to partial NS; see Franks 1995, Barbosa 2019). Thus,
if nP is a [number/gender] bundle in Polish, Roberts’s copy deletion approach captures its acceptable
non-pronunciation, despite the fact that it is usually realised as an overt suffix: Agree between Asp
and nP creates the required superset-subset relation for copy deletion to apply. This analysis receives
further support from null object (NO) facts.



NOs: If Polish simply had a null nP at its disposal, which would make the copy deletion mechanism
superfluous, it would be predicted to feature widespread object drop, comparable to what we observe
in discourse pro-drop languages. Though available, definite NOs in Polish are restricted (see (1)) and
whenever acceptable, they are interchangeable with overt (deficient) pronouns (see (2)).
(1) Adam

Adam
myśli,
thinks

że
that

Anna
Anna

*(go)
him

skrzywdzi.
will.hurt

‘Adam thinks that Anna will hurt him.’
(2) a. Obu

both
panów
gentlemen-acc

łączy
unites

miłość
love

do
to

piłki
ball

nożnej.
foot-adj

Dzieli
divides

(ich)
them

wizja
vision

kierowania
leading

partią.
party

‘Both gentlemen are united by their love for football. They are divided by their vision for leading
the party.’

b. Puszczaj
let.go-imper.2sg

(mnie),
me

bo
because

(cię)
you

zabiję!
kill-1sg

‘Let go of me or I will kill you.’
If restricted availability and optionality (interchangeability with overt pronouns) are the distinguishing
features of partial NS languages (Barbosa 2019), we can characterise Polish as a partial NO language.
NOs are not freely available because copy deletion cannot apply to nP in this case, Polish lacking
O-V agreement. Thus, NOs appear only when an additional ellipsis mechanism is licensed to apply
to nP, yielding its non-pronunciation. (NOs in Polish do not arise as a result of argument ellipsis or
V-stranding VP ellipsis; see (2-b), where no linguistic antecedent is present.)
Further consequences: The current approach provides a rather straightforward account of variation
of three different types. (i)Microvariation: Kashubian is a bare NP language closely related to Polish
and is parallel to it in its inflectional system, but can be characterised as a partial pro-drop language
(NSs are optional and sometimes unavailable). This can be captured if [person] in T is optionally
interpretable in Kashubian. When it is interpretable, NSs can be derived in a way parallel to Polish.
When the uninterpretable (unvalued) variant is selected, the merge of a full pronoun in Spec,vP is
needed for valuation to be possible. Kashubian also supports the hypothesis concerning the importance
of [person]: pronominal subjects are obligatory when the form of the verb does not express [person]
(even if it expresses [number] and [gender]). (ii) Diachronic development: Similar assumptions can
be made with respect to the diachronic development of Russian, which lost its person marking in the
past tense and is at present a partial pro-drop language (see Madariaga 2018), a result of the optionality
of interpretable [person] in T on the current proposal. (iii) Bilingual variation: Finally, the same
hypothesis can also account for the overuse of overt pronouns in bilingual consistent and partial pro-
drop systems (see Sorace et al. 2009, Dubinina and Polinsky 2013 and references therein). All these
environments, including also NOs in Polish, share one other common feature: when overt pronouns are
used instead of null arguments, they are not associated with special information-structural colouring,
unlike overt pronominal subjects in Polish. Interpretable [person] in T triggers this effect: when it is
used in conjunction with an overt pronoun in Polish, there are two instances of interpretable subject-
associated [person] in the clause, which forces the system to assign a role for both of them in the process
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